
 

Food and Drink Requirements 2022 
We know musicians life is different from IT experts life. Especially when it comes to 
food and beverages. However, a few things make us happier and put a smile on our faces 
when hitting a venue. 

We travel with 6 IT nerds and additional 2 people who we barely know, doing our merch 
and pretending to like us. 

 

Drinks 
We like beer, local is always a good choice. On stage we are 
fine with beer and small bottles of water without gas. Otherwise 
it will become a burpageddon. 
 
Level 2: 
However, for getting really schwifty we like 1 bottle of rum 
(cheap: Havanna 3 years or better Botucal Reserva Exclusiva) 
with 3L of coke (Fritz or Afri appreciated). 
 
Level 3: 
6 cans of Red Bull helps us stay awake on our journey home. And 
as we cannot sleep, we might finish some lines of code which we 
might regret the next day (#bugs). 
 

 

Food 
A plenty of snacks makes us feel welcome. Peanuts are great… 
mmmmh peanuts. Crisps, fruits (apples or banana) or cookies.  
 
Warm meals for all the nerds and the other 2 of the travelparty. 
We eat everything. Vegetarian or vegan is fine but no must. We 
are simple organisms based on carbon. Please no sweet peppers 
(Gemüsepaprika). That might result into a loss of our trumpet 
player. 
 
If warm meals are not possible, a buy out of 12€ per person and 
a hint on where to find food nearby is also fine. 
 

 

Backstage 
We like it cosy and warm. Some space for getting our fingers 
warm on the gear and WIFI would be great… just to push last 
lines of code into repos. 
 

 

Accommodation 
Just in case you accepted to have us over night… We are fine 
with double bed rooms of any clean place. Breakfast would be 
awesome. 
 

 

FLS- call:  0049-(0)170 2818183 (Windosh) or write to nerds@theinformatics.de 

mailto:nerds@theinformatics.de

